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A user’s query is considered to be an imprecise description of their information need. Au-
tomatic query expansion is the process of reformulating the original query with the goal of
improving retrieval effectiveness. Many successful query expansion techniques ignore infor-
mation about the dependencies that exist between words in natural language. However, more
recent approaches have demonstrated that by explicitly modeling associations between terms
significant improvements in retrieval effectiveness can be achieved over those that ignore these
dependencies. State-of-the-art dependency-based approaches have been shown to primarily
model syntagmatic associations. Syntagmatic associations infer a likelihood that two terms
co-occur more often than by chance. However, structural linguistics relies on both syntag-
matic and paradigmatic associations to deduce the meaning of a word. Given the success of
dependency-based approaches and the reliance on word meanings in the query formulation
process, we argue that modeling both syntagmatic and paradigmatic information in the query
expansion process will improve retrieval effectiveness. This article develops and evaluates a
new query expansion technique that is based on a formal, corpus-based model of word meaning
that models syntagmatic and paradigmatic associations. We demonstrate that when sufficient
statistical information exists, as in the case of longer queries, including paradigmatic informa-
tion alone provides significant improvements in retrieval effectiveness across a wide variety of
data sets. More generally, when our new query expansion approach is applied to large-scale
web retrieval it demonstrates significant improvements in retrieval effectiveness over a strong
baseline system, based on a commercial search engine.
Effectively retrieving relevant information from large doc-
ument collections, such as those found on the web, poses
many challenges that has seen continued research interest in
the field of information retrieval. At the base of this prob-
lem is the ability to judge the relevance of a document for
a user’s query. Since the Cranfield experiments in docu-
ment retrieval (Cleverdon, Mills, & Keen, 1966) it has been
accepted that a user’s query is an imprecise description of
their information need. For this reason there is a strong in-
terest in the use of query expansion techniques to augment
the query, to arguably be a more precise representation of the
information need, and allow more relevant documents to be
retrieved. Such techniques have been shown to significantly
increase average retrieval effectiveness (Lavrenko & Croft,
2001; Zhai & Lafferty, 2001). Although there have been a
wide variety of query expansion approaches proposed in the
literature, improvements in retrieval effectiveness have of-
ten been derived from explicitly modeling term dependency
information within the query expansion process (Metzler &
Croft, 2007; Lv & Zhai, 2010; Xue & Croft, 2013). Many
of these dependency-based approaches use the intuition that
helpful terms for expansion can be computed based on term
statistics drawn from the corpus or query log. A natural as-
sumption is that useful expansion terms co-occur in context
with the query terms, where the context is often defined as
a whole document or perhaps a window of words of a given
length. For example, Billhardt, Borrajo, and Maojo (2002)
employ term context vectors based on how terms co-occur in
a document and then expand the query by computing seman-
tic associations from these vector representations.
At its very heart, query expansion is a means of address-
ing the vocabulary mismatch problem between query and
document representations, which is in turn defined in terms
of synonymy (two or more terms with the same meaning)
and polysemy (one term with more than one meaning). De-
fined in this way, we see that query expansion fundamen-
tally deals with word meaning, which is not often in the fore-
ground of query expansion models, particularly those of a
statistical nature. This is because probabilistic approaches
do not directly model the meaning(s) of a term, but rather
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focus of ways to compute probabilistic associations between
terms. For example, Chung and Jae (2001) evaluate six prob-
abilistic term association measures for query expansion with-
out ever addressing how the meaning or semantics of the
terms are involved, and this trend has basically continued
to this day. This is not to say that term semantics has not
intersected with probabilistic approaches. For example, a
prominent probabilistic query expansion model called “La-
tent concept expansion" (LCE) developed by Metzler and
Croft (2007), who reflect “the use of phrase and proximity
features within the model captures syntactic dependencies
[between terms], whereas LCE captures query-side seman-
tic dependence". Similarly, Fang and Zhai (2006) provide
an axiomatic basis for semantic term matching and demon-
strate how this theory improves query expansion. In a similar
vein, Bai, Song, Bruza, Nie, and Cao (2005) augment a stan-
dard statistical language modeling approach to query expan-
sion with term relationships computed from a semantic space
model derived from the underlying document corpus. This
article aligns with these works by placing word meaning in
the foreground and then develops an account of associations
for use in query expansion. This will be achieved by drawing
inspiration from the field of structural linguistics.
Structural linguistics states that the meaning of a word
can be induced from its syntagmatic and paradigmatic as-
sociations. Syntagmatic associations exist between words
that co-occur with each other above chance. Typical ex-
amples include hot - sun or JASIST - article. We have ar-
gued that syntagmatic associations lie at the basis of current
query expansion approaches (Symonds, Bruza, Zuccon, Sit-
bon, & Turner, 2012) because syntagmatic associations de-
pend on how terms co-occur in context. However, within
natural language, there exists another fundamental type of
relationship between words, known as a paradigmatic as-
sociation. The association between two words is deemed
paradigmatic if they can substitute for one another in a sen-
tence (or context) without affecting the acceptability of the
sentence (Lyons, 1968). Typical examples are synonyms like
paper - article, or related verbs like eat - drink. Syntag-
matic and paradigmatic associations underpin a differential
view of meaning (Pavel, 2001), which has been adopted by
a number of prominent linguists, including work on sense
relations by Lyons (1968). The differential view of meaning,
presented by structural linguistics, has been argued to form
a relatively clean theory, free of psychology, sociology and
anthropology (Holland, 1992). As a consequence, structural
linguistics provides a relatively unobstructed path toward de-
veloping computational models of word meaning, and hence
query expansion.
Given the theoretical setting offered by structural linguis-
tics, the ability to model word meaning becomes heavily
dependent on identifying statistical relationships between
words. The premise behind the distributional hypothesis
states that words with similar meaning will tend to co-occur
with similar words (Harris, 1954). By way of illustration, ac-
cording to the distributional hypothesis "doctor" and "nurse"
are semantically similar because they both tend to co-occur
with words like "hospital", "sick" etc. The distributional
hypothesis underpins a number of computational models of
word meaning that have an established track record of repli-
cating human word association norms in cognitive studies,
e.g.,. LSA (Latent Semantic Analysis (Landauer & Du-
mais, 1997)) and HAL (Hyperspace to Analogue of Lan-
guage (Burgess, Livesay, & Lund, 1998)). Such models
are relevant for query expansion as this process naturally in-
volves establishing associations between terms and from the
user point of view this process is cognitively situated. The
task of an automatic query expansion system is arguably to
replicate those associations.
A more recent distributional model of word meaning,
known as the Tensor Encoding (TE) model, demonstrated
robust performance on a wide variety of semantic tasks, in-
cluding synonym judgement (Symonds, Bruza, Sitbon, &
Turner, 2011a), semantic categorization (Symonds, Bruza,
Sitbon, & Turner, 2012) and similarity judgements of med-
ical concepts (Symonds et al., 2011a) and importantly for
this research, formally combines measures that model both
syntagmatic and paradigmatic associations between words.
The first premise of this paper is:
H1: As users rely heavily on word mean-
ings when formulating their queries, modeling
the meaning of words by incorporating the TE
model within the query expansion process will
improve retrieval effectiveness.
This hypothesis is tested by developing a new, formal, query
expansion approach, based on the TE model and called ten-
sor query expansion (TQE). The approach is evaluated on ad
hoc retrieval tasks for a wide variety of data sets, including
short and long queries, and newswire and web-based docu-
ment collections.
Approaches that model word associations in the
query expansion process have had mixed success in the
past (Voorhees, 1994; Bruza & Song, 2002). However, these
attempts have not used a formal model of word meaning that
explicitly combines information about both syntagmatic and
paradigmatic associations between words.
The second premise of this paper is:
H2: As state-of-the-art query expansion tech-
niques primarily model syntagmatic associa-
tions, which probe only half the associations
underpinning word meaning, the inclusion of
paradigmatic information will provide the other
half of the associations and improve retrieval ef-
fectiveness.
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This hypothesis will be tested by controlling the influence of
syntagmatic and paradigmatic information within the TQE
approach compared to a strong benchmark using the same
source of syntagmatic associations, and other model param-
eter values.
This article makes four major contributions: first, a novel
framework for modeling query expansion, in which the
original query representation is expanded using informa-
tion about syntagmatic and paradigmatic associations of the
query terms; second, an implementation of this framework
that does not rely on any external linguistic resources; third,
a rigorous evaluation of the benefits of including paradig-
matic information in the query expansion process; fourth,
this novel query expansion technique is evaluated in an in-
dustry setting and compared to a strong benchmark model.
The remainder of this article is structured as follows: The
related work section outlines relevant approaches to query
expansion along with an overview of the tensor encoding
model of word meaning. The experimental methodology
section details the data sets, benchmark models and tasks
on which the TQE approach will be evaluated. The exper-
imental results of these evaluations are then discussed before
concluding remarks and future work are presented.
Related Work
The related work for this paper includes: (i) an overview
of popular and successful query expansion techniques, and
(ii) an overview of past efforts to use information about word
associations to augment query representations.
Query Expansion
The query expansion process is often achieved using rel-
evance feedback, which relies on the user indicating which
of the top k returned documents were relevant. To reduce the
burden on the user the top k documents can be assumed to
be relevant, and in this case, the relevance feedback setting is
referred to as pseudo relevance feedback or blind feedback.
Query expansion within a (pseudo) relevance feedback
setting has been shown to provide significant improvements
in retrieval effectiveness (Lv & Zhai, 2010; Metzler & Croft,
2007; Lavrenko, 2004). However, this process is often sensi-
tive to model parameter tuning, and does not consistently as-
sist retrieval effectiveness for all queries (Collins-Thompson,
2009; Billerbeck & Zobel, 2004).
We will now present a brief discussion of a number of
successful and relevant query expansion approaches. This
discussion motivates the choice of benchmark models used
in this work.
Rocchio. The Rocchio method (Rocchio, 1971) is de-
signed for working with geometric representations, such as
those found within vector space models (Salton, Wong, &
Yang, 1975; Buckley, 1995). Rocchio updates the query vec-
tor weights using relevance information, such that the query
vector is moved closer in space to the vectors representing the
relevant documents and away from those representing non-
relevant documents. The most common form of the Rocchio
algorithm modifies the initial query weights of the query vec-
tor Q, according to:
q j(1) = αq j(0) + β
1
|R|
∑
Di∈R
di j − γ 1|NR|
∑
Di∈NR
di j, (1)
where q j(0) is the initial weight of term j, R is the set of rel-
evant documents in the collection, di j is the weight of term
j in document Di, NR is the set of non-relevant documents
in the collection, and α, β and γ are parameters that control
the effect of each component in the equation. In particular, β
influences the amount of positive feedback used and γ influ-
ences the amount of negative feedback used.
The Relevance Modeling Framework. The ideas be-
hind the Rocchio approach have been used to create a model-
based feedback technique that minimizes the divergence be-
tween the query distribution and those of the (pseudo) rele-
vant documents (Zhai & Lafferty, 2001).
Another popular technique, that formally augments query
representations within the language modeling framework, is
known as the relevance modeling approach (Lavrenko &
Croft, 2001). This approach is robust (Lv & Zhai, 2009)
and is regarded as a benchmark in query expansion re-
search (Metzler & Croft, 2007; Lv & Zhai, 2010) and hence
will be used as the reference approach for comparison with
techniques developed in this work.
The relevance model augments the query representations
used within the retrieval process by estimating the probabil-
ity of observing a word w given some relevant evidence for a
particular information need, represented by the query Q:
P(w|Q) = P(w|R) =
∫
D
P(w|D)P(D|Q),
≈
∑
D∈RQ P(w|D)P(Q|D)P(D)∑
w
∑
D∈RQ P(w|D)P(Q|D)P(D)
, (2)
where RQ is the set of (pseudo) relevant documents for query
Q, D is a document in RQ, P(D|Q) is the document score of
D given Q produced by the underlying language model, and
P(w|D) is estimated based on document statistics.
The estimate in Equation (2) is often interpolated with the
original query model, to form a final estimate:
P(w|Q) = αPo(w|Q) + (1 − α)P(w|R), (3)
where α is the feedback interpolation coefficient that de-
termines the mix with the original query model estimate
Po(w|Q). This updated query representation is then used to
re-rank documents.
The Unigram Relevance Model. In the unigram variant
of the relevance model, P(w|D) in Equation (2) is often esti-
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mated using the Dirichlet smoothed query likelihoods:
P(w|D) =
t fw,D + µ
c fw
|C|
|D| + µ , (4)
where t fw,D is the frequency of a term w in D, |D| is the length
of the document, c fw is the frequency of term w in the collec-
tion C, |C| is the total number of terms in the collection, and
µ is the Dirichlet smoothing parameter. Within a (pseudo)
relevance feedback setting, the estimate in Equation (4) is
based on document frequencies in the set of (pseudo) rele-
vant documents and hence models syntagmatic associations
for query terms (Symonds, Bruza, Zuccon, et al., 2012). In
this research, the unigram based relevance model using the
Dirichlet smoothed estimate of Equation (4) is referred to as
RM3.
Even though the unigram relevance model has demon-
strated significant improvements in retrieval effectiveness
over a unigram language model, recent research has shown
that significant improvements can be made over the uni-
gram relevance model by explicitly modeling information
about term dependencies in the expansion process. These ap-
proaches include the positional relevance model (PRM) (Lv
& Zhai, 2010) and latent concept expansion (LCE) (Metzler
& Croft, 2007).
The Positional Relevance Model. Lv and Zhai (2010)
found that using positional information of terms within the
relevance modeling framework can significantly improve re-
trieval effectiveness over a unigram approach. Based on the
intuition that topically related content is grouped together in
text documents, the positional relevance model (PRM) uses
proximity and positional information to form expansion term
estimates to update the query model. The estimate of observ-
ing an expansion term w given a query Q is computed as:
P(w|Q) = P(w,Q)
P(Q)
∝ P(w,Q) =
∑
D∈RQ
|D|∑
i=1
P(w,Q,D, i), (5)
where i indicates a position of w in D.
The estimate of P(w,Q,D, i) relies on computing the con-
ditional probability of observing word w (the expansion
term) given the document and position of w in the document,
i.e., P(w|D, i).
P(w|D, i) = (1 − λ) c
′(w, i)√
2piσ2
+ λP(w|C), (6)
where
c′(w, i) =
|D|∑
j=1
c(w, j) exp
[−(i − j)2
2σ2
]
, (7)
and c(w, j) is the actual count of term w at position j, λ is a
smoothing parameter andσ is used to parameterize the Gaus-
sian kernel function ( f (i) = a exp
[−(i−b)2
2c2
]
).
Latent Concept Expansion. Latent concept expansion
(LCE) (Metzler & Croft, 2007) was developed as a query
expansion approach within the framework of the Markov
Random Field document ranking model (Metzler & Croft,
2005). LCE formally combines various likelihood based
measures that effectively model syntagmatic associations for
query terms, ordered bigrams and unordered bigrams (Xue
& Croft, 2013).
As LCE computes the likelihoods of ordered bigrams, and
unordered bigrams the complexity of the model increases ex-
ponentially with the length of the query, as is the case on
verbose queries.
Query Expansion using Word Associations
The query expansion approaches presented thus far use es-
timation techniques that can be argued to rely heavily on in-
formation about syntagmatic associations (Symonds, Bruza,
Zuccon, et al., 2012). The (pseudo) relevance feedback
process itself naturally models syntagmatic associations as
words that co-occur more often with the query terms are
more likely to exist within the set of (pseudo) relevant docu-
ments from which the expansion term estimates are derived.
However, explicit modeling of dependency information, such
as through positional information or bigram likelihoods, as
used in PRM and LCE respectively, can also be argued to
primarily model syntagmatic associations.
A number of past techniques have taken a more linguistic
approach to expanding query representations, by using infor-
mation about word associations (Voorhees, 1994; Greenberg,
2001; Bai et al., 2005; Hoenkamp, Bruza, Song, & Huang,
2009; Grefenstette, 1992; Bruza & Song, 2002; Xu & Croft,
1996). One approach, known as Local Context Analysis (Xu
& Croft, 1996) demonstrated analysis of context and phrase
structure can be used to help improve retrieval effectiveness.
Another approach, relying solely on paradigmatic informa-
tion to estimate expansion terms, incorporated a linguistic
resource, WordNet (Miller, Beckwith, Fellbaum, Gross, &
Miller, 1990), and was unable to produce consistent improve-
ments in retrieval effectiveness (Voorhees, 1994).
Other linguistic attempts, including the information flow
model (Bruza & Song, 2002; Bai et al., 2005) that rely on
some mix of syntagmatic and paradigmatic information, have
provided some improvements in retrieval effectiveness on
small data sets (i.e., small newswire document collections).
However, these approaches have not been evaluated on larger
datasets. These approaches make use of corpus-based, dis-
tributional models which model the semantic associations
between words directly from the co-occurrence patterns of
words found in streams of natural language. Therefore, they
do not rely on external linguistic resources, and hence are
considered to provide a relatively cheap, language indepen-
dent method of accessing information about word associa-
tions. However, for this research, their most attractive feature
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is their ability to model both syntagmatic and paradigmatic
word associations.
Corpus-based Distributional Models. Researchers
have argued that relationships between words can be
modeled by comparing the distributions of words found
within streams of natural language (Schütze, 1993). Similar
to the language development in young children (Jones &
Mewhort, 2007), these models build up word distributions
by identifying frequently co-occurring words in natural
language. Instead of storing these distributions in neural
networks, as the brain does, a powerful alternative is to
represent these distributions within high-dimensional vector
spaces (Turney & Pantel, 2010).
Creating vector representations of words allows tech-
niques from linear algebra to be used to model relationships
between objects, including syntagmatic and paradigmatic as-
sociations. These approaches are often referred to as seman-
tic space models (SSMs), as the distance between words in
the space often reflect various semantic groupings, i.e., words
related through some semantic association. Spatial repre-
sentations of semantic associations have been used within
psychology for many decades to model affective (emotional)
meaning of words (Osgood, Suci, & Tannenbaum, 1957).
There have been a number of successful corpus-based
SSMs that have emulated human performance on tasks (in-
cluding synonym judgement) by learning semantic associa-
tions directly from text, including HAL (Hyperspace Ana-
logue to Language (Lund & Burgess, 1996)) and LSA (La-
tent Semantic Analysis (Landauer & Dumais, 1997)). More
recent models (Jones & Mewhort, 2007; Symonds et al.,
2011a) have incorporated advances that have addressed is-
sues in earlier SSMS, including the lack of structural infor-
mation stored in the representations, and the ability to sup-
port higher-order tensor representations.1 Of these more re-
cent models, the Tensor Encoding (TE) model (Symonds et
al., 2011a) has demonstrated robust effectiveness across a
range of semantic tasks (Symonds, Bruza, Sitbon, & Turner,
2012; Symonds, Zuccon, Koopman, Bruza, & Nguyen,
2012) and more importantly for this research, explicitly mod-
els syntagmatic and paradigmatic associations.
The TE model efficiently builds high-dimensional, tensor
representations of words through a formal binding process
and the use of a novel compression technique. These repre-
sentations are then used to underpin measures of syntagmatic
and paradigmatic information, which are combined within a
formal framework to provide a probability estimate P(w|q)
that words w and q share similar semantic associations within
the vocabulary.
Because of the centrality of the TE model to this paper, we
discuss how these representations are built and how this im-
pacts the computational complexity of any query expansion
technique that is based on the TE model. The TE model’s
process for creating a representation for each term, known as
a memory tensor, involves a geometric binding process that
uses fixed dimension environment vectors. Each term’s envi-
ronment vector corresponds to a unique unit vector, so that an
orthonormal basis is formed (the canonical basis in this case).
To illustrate, consider the TE model’s binding process for the
example sentence, a dog bit the mailman, and the resulting
vocabulary terms and environment vectors in Table 1.2
Table 1
Example vocabulary for: A dog bit the mailman
Id Term Environment vector
1 dog edog = (1 0 0)T
2 bit ebit = (0 1 0)T
3 mailman emailman = (0 0 1)T
The memory tensor for each term in the vocabulary is con-
structed by summing the proximity-scaled Kronecker prod-
ucts of the environment vectors within a sliding context win-
dow over the text. The number of environment vectors bound
using Kronecker products impacts the order of the memory
tensors. For example, the binding process that would capture
word order and co-occurrence information of 2-tuples within
second-order tensor (matrix) representations:
Mw =
∑
k∈{C|k≺w}
(R−dk +1).ek⊗eTw +
∑
k∈{C|w≺k}
(R−dk +1).ew⊗eTk ,
(8)
where C is a totally ordered set of terms created by the slid-
ing context window, containing two order relations k ≺ w
and w ≺ k, where w ∈ C is the target term, k ∈ C is a non-
stop word found within the context window, k ≺ w indicates
that term k appears before term w in C, R is the radius of the
sliding context window, and dk is the distance between term
k and target term w.3
For the example vocabulary in Table 1, the resulting mem-
ory tensors are effectively n × n matrices (where n = 3 the
size of the vocabulary), having elements equal to the co-
occurrence frequency of the 2-tuples formed by the target
term and the terms found within the context window. For
example, consider the memory matrices created for the vo-
cabulary terms using a sliding context window of radius 2
and with the target term shown in square brackets.
Binding Step 1:
︷                      ︸︸                      ︷
As [dog] bit thes mailman
1Tensors are the set of geometric objects including vectors (first-
order tensors), matrices (second-order tensors) and higher-order
tensors (Kolda & Bader, 2009).
2A and the are considered to be stop-list words (noisy, low in-
formation terms that are ignored) and hence are not included in the
vocabulary in Table 1.
3Stop-list words are counted when calculating dk in Equa-
tion (8).
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Mdog = 2 × edog ⊗ eTbit
= 2 ×
 100
 (0 1 0) =
 0 2 00 0 00 0 0
 . (9)
Binding Step 2:
︷                                      ︸︸                                      ︷
As dog [bit] thes mailman
Mbit = 2 × edog ⊗ eTbit + ebit ⊗ eTmailman
= 2 ×
 100
 (0 1 0) +
 010
 (0 0 1) =
 0 2 00 0 10 0 0
 .
(10)
Binding Step 3: As dog
︷                      ︸︸                      ︷
bit thes [mailman]
Mmailman = ebit ⊗ eTmailman
=
 010
 (0 0 1) =
 0 0 00 0 10 0 0
 . (11)
The example demonstrates how this binding process re-
sults in all non-zero elements being situated on the row or
column corresponding to the target term’s id. If this vocab-
ulary building process was performed over the entire corpus
the general form of a memory matrix would be:
Mw =

0, . . . , 0, f1w, 0, . . . , 0
. . .
0, . . . , 0, f(w−1)w, 0, . . . , 0
fw1, . . . , fw(w−1), fww, fw(w+1), . . . , fwn
0, . . . , 0, f(w+1)w, 0, . . . , 0
. . .
0, . . . , 0, fnw, 0, . . . , 0

, (12)
where fiw is the value in row i column w of the matrix rep-
resenting the proximity-scaled, co-occurrence frequency of
term i before term w, and n is the size of the vocabulary.
Due to the sparseness of the TE model’s memory ten-
sors and their elements having values equal to the proximity-
scaled, co-occurrence frequencies of the terms, the construc-
tion and storage of these memory tensors can be efficiently
achieved using relatively low-dimension storage vectors. For
example, the memory matrix for bit in Equation (10) can be
stored in the following storage vector (SV):
SVbit = [(−1 2) (3 1)] , (13)
where parenthesis have been added to illustrate implicit
grouping of (T CF) pairs, where T is the term-id of the co-
occurring term and CF is the cumulative, proximity-scaled,
co-occurrence frequency of T with term w (bit in this exam-
ple). The sign of T (term-id) indicates the word order of T
with w. The information in this vector can be used to recon-
struct the memory matrix using the following process:
If the term Id (T ) in the (T CF) pair is positive,
the CF value is located at row w, column T in
the memory tensor. Otherwise, the CF value is
located at row T , column w.
The ability of the TE model to efficiently store tensor repre-
sentations, that capture order and co-occurrence information
about n-tuples, increases the flexibility of the model, while
preserving its formalism (Symonds et al., 2011a). A compu-
tational complexity analysis illustrating the efficiency of the
TE model within the TQE approach developed in this work
is provided in Appendix A.
Corpus-based distributional models used in past query ex-
pansion approaches have (i) only been evaluated in the query
expansion process on small data sets (likely due to the com-
putational complexity of the models or availability of more
recent large data sets), and have (ii) not explicitly modeled
and combined measures of syntagmatic and paradigmatic as-
sociations, and hence not allowed the influence of each type
of association on retrieval effectiveness to be more fully un-
derstood (Bai et al., 2005; Hoenkamp et al., 2009; Bruza
& Song, 2002). Therefore, we argue that the TE model’s
efficiency and ability to separately model syntagmatic and
paradigmatic associations, makes it a superior choice of
corpus-based distributional model to underpin a new query
expansion technique.
A final point of difference that our new query expansion
approach has from previous attempts to use corpus-based dis-
tributional models, is that our use of the TE model will be
formalized within the relevance modeling framework. Po-
sitioning the model within a formal framework allows the
possible implications of any future enhancements to be more
readily predicted and understood.
Tensor Query Expansion
As highlighted in the review of current query expansion
techniques, state-of-the-art techniques primarily rely on in-
formation about syntagmatic associations between words.
Information about syntagmatic associations only make up
half of the associations responsible for giving words their
meaning; structural linguistics posits that the other half are
provided by paradigmatic associations (Lyons, 1968). Intu-
itively, the user’s query (re-)formulation process relies heav-
ily on word meanings. Therefore, we propose the working
hypothesis that explicitly combining information about both
syntagmatic and paradigmatic associations when estimating
query expansion terms will lead to improved retrieval effec-
tiveness.
To illustrate how each association can be used to enhance
the query representation to be more like the user’s real infor-
mation need, consider the query: Best coffee machine. The
user’s information need may rely on words such as “lowest,
price, tasting, espresso, maker”. These words can be argued
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to have syntagmatic: (best-price; tasting-coffee; espresso-
machine); and paradigmatic: (best-lowest; coffee-espresso;
machine-maker) associations with the original query terms
(highlighted in bold).
Given the potential for these associations to suggest ef-
fective query expansion terms, we provide a formal method
for combining the TE model’s syntagmatic and paradig-
matic measures within the relevance modeling framework
for query expansion. The relevance modeling framework
is chosen as it provides a formal method for query expan-
sion within the language modeling framework, and has been
shown to produce robust effectiveness (Lavrenko & Croft,
2001).
The formalism for the relevance model (Equation (2)) in-
cludes estimating the probability P(w|R), from a multinomial
distribution. P(w|R) estimates the probability of observing a
word w given some relevant evidence (R) often in the form
of a set of (pseudo) relevant documents produced by a docu-
ment ranking model for a particular query Q. Our aim will be
to create an analogous distribution to estimate P(w|R), which
is based on word meanings formed by explicitly combining
measures of syntagmatic and paradigmatic associations be-
tween words. These measures will be based on distributional
information found within the vocabulary created by the TE
model when trained on the same set of (pseudo) relevant doc-
uments (i.e., produced from the same underlying document
ranking model). We call this technique the Tensor Query
Expansion (TQE) approach.
To formally estimate the probability of observing a word
w given a vocabulary (Vk) built from a set of k (pseudo)
relevant documents for a given query Q, we use a Markov
random field approach. A Markov random field is an undi-
rected graph combining a number of random variables. The
formalism starts by letting an undirected graph G contain
nodes that represent random variables, and the edges define
the independence semantics between the random variables.
Within the graph, a random variable is independent of its
non-neighbors given observed values of its neighbors.
Figure 1. Example of the TQE graphical model for a three
term query.
Figure 1 shows a graph G that consists of query nodes qi,
expansion term node w, and a vocabulary node Vk. Term w is
constrained to exist within the vocabulary Vk, which is built
from a set of k documents considered (pseudo) relevant to Q.
We parameterize the graph based on clique sets to provide
more flexibility in encoding useful features over cliques in
the graph. The joint distribution over the random variables
in G is defined by:
PG,Γ(Q,w,Vk) =
1
ZΓ
∏
c∈cl(G)
ϕ(c; Γ), (14)
where Q = q1, . . . , qp, cl(G) is the set of cliques in G, each
ϕ(.; Γ) is a non-negative potential function over clique config-
urations parameterized by Γ, and ZΓ =
∑
Q,w
∏
c∈cl(G) ϕ(c; Γ)
normalizes the distribution.
This distribution for this graph can be used to estimate a
conditional probability of observing w given q (see Symonds,
Bruza, Sitbon, and Turner (2011b)), and can be expressed as:
PG,Γ(w|Q) ∝ γspar(Q,w) + (1 − γ)ssyn(Q,w), (15)
where γ ∈ [0, 1], mixes the amount of paradigmatic
spar(Q,w) and syntagmatic ssyn(Q,w) measures used in the
estimation.
The estimate in Equation (15) is produced from a multino-
mial distribution akin to those in the unigram and positional
relevance models and can be used to augment the query rep-
resentations within the language modeling framework. Us-
ing the relevance models feedback interpolated form, shown
in Equation (3), the final conditional probability becomes:
P(w|Q) = αPo(w|Q) + (1 − α)PG,Γ(w|Q). (16)
The construction of the TQE approach in this way ensures
that modifying the mixing parameter (γ) in Equation (15)
will add paradigmatic information to the query expansion
process in a controlled manner relative to the RM3 bench-
mark. Assuming that the other parameters in the system are
systematically controlled, we argue this approach will allow
us to robustly evaluate the impact of paradigmatic informa-
tion on retrieval effectiveness in a pseudo relevance feedback
setting. The following sections outline the measures chosen
to model each type of association within the query expansion
process.
Modeling Paradigmatic Associations
The measure used by the original TE model to estimate
the strength of paradigmatic associations between vocab-
ulary terms can be extended to estimate the strength of
paradigmatic associations between a sequence of terms Q =
(q1, . . . , qp) and a vocabulary term w, as follows:
spar(Q,w) =
1
Zpar
∑
j∈Q
∑
i∈Vk
fi j. fiw
max( fi j, fiw, fw j)2
, (17)
where fi j = ( f ji + fi j) is the unordered co-occurrence fre-
quency of terms i and j, and Zpar normalizes the distribution
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of scores, such that
∑
w∈Vk spar(Q,w) = 1. The measure in
Equation (17) contains a normalizing factor 1fw j that reduces
the paradigmatic score if w has strong syntagmatic associa-
tions with the query terms. This is aimed at enhancing words
that are predominantly paradigmatically related to the query
terms.
Effective modeling of paradigmatic associations is often
achieved when using a very narrow sliding context window
to build up the representations of each vocabulary word in the
TE model. This result has been highlighted by a number of
models performing tasks that rely heavily on paradigmatic
information (e.g., synonym judgement (Bullinaria & Levy,
2007; Symonds et al., 2011a)). Therefore, the size of the
sliding context window used to build representations in TQE
is set to one (i.e., R = 1 in Equation (8)), as also done in
previous work (Symonds et al., 2011b).
Modeling Syntagmatic Associations
It has been shown that in a pseudo relevance feed-
back setting, the Dirichlet smoothed query likelihoods of
the unigram relevance model (Equation (4)) effectively es-
timates the strength of syntagmatic associations of query
terms (Symonds, Bruza, Zuccon, et al., 2012).
Given this finding, basing a measure of syntagmatic asso-
ciations on the estimation technique used within the unigram
relevance model (known as RM3) has two significant advan-
tages. Firstly, from a computational complexity perspective,
there is no need to build a semantic space to underpin the
syntagmatic measure, as the Dirichlet smoothed estimates
can be made from frequency information stored in the ex-
isting document index. Secondly, from an empirical stand
point, the advantage of modeling syntagmatic associations
within TQE in the same way as RM3 comes from the poten-
tial improved variable control. One of the key aims of our
research is to measure the influence of paradigmatic associ-
ations on retrieval effectiveness (recall, the second hypoth-
esis, H2). This is best achieved by ensuring the method of
modeling syntagmatic information is the same in the bench-
mark model as our paradigmatically enhanced model. For
these reasons RM3 was chosen as the benchmark model, and
the syntagmatic measure was based on the same information
that underpins RM3’s estimate, effectively making the TQE
approach a unigram relevance when γ = 0 in Equation (15).
The resulting measure of syntagmatic associations be-
tween a sequence of query terms Q and a vocabulary term
w used within our TQE approach will be defined as:
ssyn(Q,w) =
1
Zsyn
∑
Di∈Vk(Q)
P(Di|Q)P(Q|w)
=
1
Zsyn
∑
Di∈Vk(Q)
s(Di,Q)
t fw,D
|Di| , (18)
where s(Di,Q) is the document relevance score of the
(pseudo) relevant document Di given query Q. The smooth-
ing feature seen in the Dirichlet estimate of Equation (4) was
removed so as to reduce the number of free parameters used
in our TQE approach. This reduces the possibility that any
improvements in retrieval effectiveness may be due to any
differences in degrees of freedom between RM3 and TQE.
Equations (17) and (18) define the two measures that will
be used to explicitly model paradigmatic and syntagmatic as-
sociations, respectively, within our TQE approach. The time
complexity of TQE is linear with the size of the vocabulary
created from the set of (pseudo) relevant documents, as de-
tailed in the Appendix.
Experimental Setup and Results
A major premise behind using the TE model within the
query expansion process stems from the fact that existing ap-
proaches primarily use syntagmatic information, and hence
employ only half the associations reported to give rise to
word meanings. We have hypothesized that accessing in-
formation about both syntagmatic and paradigmatic infor-
mation within the query expansion process may more effec-
tively augment query representations resulting in improved
retrieval effectiveness.
The TQE approach formally places the TE model within
the relevance modeling framework. This section details a
number of ad hoc retrieval experiments aimed at evaluat-
ing the benefits of using the TQE approach, with respect
to strong benchmark relevance models, and provides a de-
tailed examination of the improvements in retrieval effective-
ness gained by including information about syntagmatic and
paradigmatic associations.
These experiments represent different contexts in which
the effectiveness of TQE and the importance of paradigmatic
information can be evaluated, including:
1. Short queries: These experiments will use relatively
short queries (often only 2 or 3 words in length), to sim-
ulate the context often found within traditional web search
engines.
2. Verbose queries: These experiments will use rela-
tively long queries, generally greater than 10 words in length.
The long queries, also termed verbose queries, often form
sentences seen within natural language, and are commonly
found when performing question-answer tasks. Therefore,
the results of these experiments will not only provide insight
into the benefit of using syntagmatic and paradigmatic infor-
mation to expand long queries, but also may provide insights
into the potential value of using TQE within a question-
answering context. Given the growing robustness of speech
recognition systems and the increased prevalence of query
suggestion functionality in search engines, it is expected that
the use of verbose queries will be a growing trend in infor-
mation retrieval research (Allan, Croft, Moffat, & Sanderson,
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In addition, we will present an example where the TQE ap-
proach is placed within an industry setting to perform web
search.
Data Sets
Evaluation of all models was performed on the TREC4
data sets outlined in Table 2. All collections were stopped
with the default 418 words Lemur stop list and stemmed us-
ing a Porter stemmer (Porter, 1980).5 The experiments in
this research were carried out using the Lemur Toolkit.6 The
Lemur implementation of the original positional relevance
model is made available online by the original authors.7
Queries. The queries used within the short and verbose
experiments involve the title and description components of
the TREC topics, respectively. The average length of title
and descriptions for each data set are shown in Table 2 along
with the standard deviation of each set of queries, which pro-
vides an idea of the range of query lengths for each data set.8
Baseline and Benchmark Models. TQE was evaluated
on an ad hoc retrieval task using pseudo relevance feed-
back, also known as blind feedback. The TQE approach,
in Equation (15), was compared to a baseline unigram lan-
guage model (i.e., with no pseudo relevance feedback) and
is denoted as noFB, a benchmark unigram relevance model
(RM3) and a positional relevance model (using iid sampling)
(PRM).
RM3 was chosen as a benchmark model primarily because
it is a formal approach that fits within the language mod-
eling framework, is efficient and robust (Lv & Zhai, 2009)
and has been used heavily as a benchmark for past query ex-
pansion research (Lv & Zhai, 2010; Metzler & Croft, 2007).
Even though the unigram relevance model does not explicitly
model term dependencies, it was shown earlier, that when
used within a pseudo relevance setting it effectively models
syntagmatic associations for query terms, and hence RM3’s
estimation technique was chosen as the TQE’s syntagmatic
feature. This decision was seen as an effective way to control
the influence of paradigmatic information on retrieval effec-
tiveness. This is because, if all other TQE and RM3 model
parameters, except the mix of syntagmatic and paradigmatic
information in TQE (i.e., γ in Equation (15)) are fixed, then
any differences in retrieval effectiveness between TQE and
RM3 can reliably be attributed to the influence of paradig-
matic information.
A query expansion approach that explicitly models term
dependencies was also chosen as a benchmark model. The
choice was primarily between LCE and PRM, as these have
been shown to significantly outperform RM3 (Lv & Zhai,
2010; Metzler & Croft, 2007). However, PRM fits within the
relevance modeling framework, unlike LCE which is based
on the Markov random field document ranking model. This
means that the set of pseudo relevant documents used by
RM3, PRM and TQE for each query will be the same, as
they all use the unigram language model. This is important to
ensure any difference in retrieval effectiveness between tech-
niques can be attributed to their estimation techniques, rather
than the differences in documents on which the estimates are
based.
One aim of this research is to evaluate the effect of
paradigmatic information on retrieval effectiveness on short
and verbose queries. Neither PRM nor LCE have been eval-
uated on verbose queries, likely due to the complexity of
the models. From examining the estimation techniques used
in PRM (Lv & Zhai, 2010) and LCE (Metzler & Croft,
2007), PRM can be argued to be a more computationally effi-
cient approach, especially for verbose queries, and has been
used in recent strong evaluations of query expansion tech-
niques (Xue & Croft, 2013). A final point for choosing PRM
over LCE, relates to its lower count of free model parameters,
which means that any improvements in retrieval effectiveness
are less likely to be due to an increased number of degrees of
freedom (Metzler & Zaragoza, 2009).
Parameter Settings
The baseline unigram language model that underpins all
three relevance models being evaluated was obtained using
the Lemur default parameters. To avoid the criticism that
any model performs better due to an increased number of pa-
rameters and to control for the influence of paradigmatic in-
formation on retrieval effectiveness all common model vari-
ables in our experiments were fixed. To this end, all ex-
pansion approaches were evaluated using 30 feedback doc-
uments, 30 expansion terms and a feedback interpolation co-
efficient α=0.5 in Equation (3). These settings have been
shown to provide reasonable effectiveness for the RM3 and
PRM benchmark models (Lavrenko & Croft, 2001; Lv &
Zhai, 2010).
Even though it is common to fix one or more of these
(pseudo) relevance feedback parameters (Bendersky, Met-
zler, & Croft, 2011), it is acknowledged that the suc-
cess of query expansion has been shown to be sensitive
to the number of (pseudo) relevant documents and expan-
sion terms (Billerbeck & Zobel, 2004; Ogilvie, Voorhees, &
Callan, 2009). However, if the models under evaluation pro-
duce significant improvements in retrieval effectiveness over
4http://trec.nist.gov/
5The Clueweb document index used in these experiments was
produced using a Krovetz stemmer.
6The Lemur toolkit for language modeling and information re-
trieval: http://www.lemurproject.org
7http://sifaka.cs.uiuc.edu/ ylv2/pub/prm/prm.htm
8Topics 1-50 in the ClueWeb data set were not used as their
relevance judgments were produced for the estimated AP met-
ric (Yilmaz, Kanoulas, & Aslam, 2008), which is not conceptually
equivalent to those used for the MAP metrics.
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Table 2
Overview of TREC collections and topics. |q| represents the average length of the queries, the value in brackets is the standard
deviation of the query lengths, and |D| is the average document length.
title description
Description # Docs Topics |q| |q| |D|
W
SJ Wall Street Journal 87-92 173,252 1-200 4.8 19 468
off TREC Disks 1,2 (3) (7.6)
A
P Assoc. Press 88-90 242,918 1-200 4.8 19 494
off TREC Disks 1,2,3 (3) (7.6)
R
O
B Robust 2004 data 528,155 301-450 2.6 16 561
TREC Disks 4,5 -CR 601-700 (0.7) (5.5)
G
2 2004 crawl of 25,205,179 701-850 2.28 11 1,721
.gov domain (0.87) (4.1)
C
W Clueweb09 50,220,423 Web Track 2.72 9 804
Category B 51-150 (1.38) (3.3)
the baseline unigram language model when these parameters
are fixed, then it follows that greater improvements could be
achieved if they were tuned.
For each of the query expansion techniques the free model
parameters were trained using 3-fold cross validation on the
MAP metric. This includes training the Dirichlet smooth-
ing parameter µ in the unigram relevance model of Equa-
tion (4). The free parameters trained for the positional rel-
evance model included both σ and λ in Equation (6). For
the TQE approach, the only free parameter was γ in Equa-
tion (15).
Experimental Results for Short Queries
Traditional web search often involves users entering very
short, two or three word queries. To evaluate the impacts of
including information about syntagmatic and paradigmatic
associations to augment short query representations within
the information retrieval process a retrieval experiment was
carried out on the data sets and topic titles outlined in Ta-
ble 2. The mean average precision (MAP) and precision at
20 (P@20) for the top ranked 1000 documents for all models
are reported in Table 3. The significance of the results was
evaluated using a one-sided t-test with α = 0.5.
The results show that for short queries, the TQE ap-
proach can provide significant improvements over the base-
line (noFB) on all data sets, except for CW. The finding that
RM3 and PRM are unable to achieve consistently significant
retrieval effectiveness over the baseline is likely due to the
fixing of all other pseudo relevance feedback parameters in
these experiments, so that the impact of paradigmatic infor-
mation on retrieval effectiveness could be rigorously eval-
uated. This is consistent with past research (Billerbeck &
Zobel, 2004) that highlighted the sensitivity of query expan-
sion approaches to these parameters. This means that the re-
sults from these experiments will be a conservative estimate
of maximum retrieval effectiveness of RM3, PRM and TQE.
To understand how the retrieval effectiveness of TQE
compares on a per query basis to RM3 and PRM, a robust-
ness analysis is presented next.
Robustness for short queries
Robustness includes considering the ranges of relative
increase/decrease in average precision and the number of
queries that were improved/degraded, with respect to the
baseline unigram language model (noFB). The graphs in Fig-
ure 2 and Figure 3 illustrate the relative increase/decrease of
average precision scores when compared to the baseline, for
the RM3, PRM and TQE approaches evaluated on the ROB
and G2 data sets, respectively. The central bars in each fig-
ure show how many queries had their baseline average preci-
sion score (noFB) improved by between zero and 25 percent.
The bars to the right of centre correspond to the number of
queries whose average precision scores were improved by
even greater percentages, while those to the left of centre in-
dicate the number of queries whose baseline average preci-
sion scores were reduced by the indicated percent range. The
model which provides the most robust improvements will
have a distribution located further to the right (i.e., having
helped improve the retrieval effectiveness for a greater pro-
portion of the queries for the intervals chosen) when com-
pared to the other distributions.
Figure 2 and Figure 3 demonstrate there is no consistent
difference in robustness between approaches on short queries
on the ROB and G2 data sets. A similar result was found
on the other data sets. Insight into inconsistencies within
the short query results, such as RM3 appearing more robust
than TQE on G2 (Figure 3) while TQE was able to achieve a
greater average effectiveness on the same data set (Table 3),
can be gained by considering the reliance on paradigmatic
information in the TQE approach.
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Table 3
Retrieval results on short queries for the unigram language model (noFB), unigram relevance model (RM3), positional rele-
vance model (PRM) and tensor query expansion (TQE). Statistically significant results (p < 0.05) are indicated by superscripts
using the first letter of the baseline over which significant improvement was achieved (n=noFB, r=RM3, p=PRM, t=TQE). Bold
indicates the best result for each dataset and metric. % improvement over noFB shown in parentheses.
Metric noFB RM3 PRM TQE
W
SJ MAP 0.2686 0.3089np (15%) 0.3061n (13.9%) 0.3090np (15%)
P@20 0.4074 0.4423n (8.6%) 0.4413n (8.3%) 0.4434n (8.8%)
A
P MAP 0.1793 0.2144n (19.6%) 0.2131n (18.8%) 0.2145n (19.6%)
P@20 0.2300 0.2723n (18.4%) 0.2788n (22%) 0.2825n (22.8%)
R
O
B MAP 0.2500 0.2700n (8%) 0.2707n (8.3%) 0.2783nrp (11.3%)
P@20 0.3558 0.3688n (3.7%) 0.3639 (2.2%) 0.3741nrp (5.1%)
G
2 MAP .2941 0.3049n (3.6%) 0.3069n (4.3%) 0.3085n (4.9%)
P@20 0.5050 0.5013 (-0.7%) 0.5078 (0.5%) 0.5179nr (2.5%)
C
W MAP 0.0768 0.0778 (1.3%) 0.0822 (7.1%) 0.0796 (3.7%)
P@20 0.1872 0.1995 (6.5%) 0.2031 (8.4%) 0.1995 (6.5%)
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Figure 2. Robustness comparison of RM3, PRM and TQE
on the ROB data set for short queries, showing the distribu-
tion of change in average precision when compared to the
baseline average precision.
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Figure 3. Robustness comparison of RM3, PRM and TQE
on the G2 data set for short queries.
Parameter sensitivity for short queries
A parameter sensitivity analysis was performed to under-
stand the role that syntagmatic and paradigmatic informa-
tion plays in achieving the reported retrieval effectiveness
of TQE. This analysis, shown in Table 4, displays the mix
of syntagmatic and paradigmatic information based on the γ
value (see Equation (15)) that provides the best retrieval ef-
fectiveness for each data set using short queries.9 Recall that
when γ = 0 in Equation (15), TQE is effectively a unigram
relevance model (i.e., RM3) and relies solely on syntagmatic
information. A reliance on paradigmatic information in some
form is indicated when γ > 0. The results in Table 4 indicate
that the information about paradigmatic associations do not
play a major role in providing the best MAP or P@20 scores
on small newswire document collections like WSJ, AP and
ROB. However, the role of paradigmatic information appears
to become more important when searching large web collec-
tions, such as those used within the G2 and CW data sets.
Table 4
Parameter sensitivity analysis showing the value of γ in TQE
that produces the highest overall MAP and P@20 scores for
the TREC collections using short queries. Recall, γ = 0
means TQE bases estimates solely on the syntagmatic mea-
sure (i.e., effectively a unigram relevance model), and γ = 1
means TQE bases estimates solely on the paradigmatic mea-
sure.
WSJ AP ROB G2 CW
γ for opt. MAP 0 0 0.1 0.2 0.4
γ for opt. P@20 0.2 0 / 0.4 0.2 0.8 0.4
It is hypothesized that information about paradigmatic
associations becomes more important on noisy collections.
This idea stems from the increased likelihood that query
terms and effective expansion terms will co-occur within the
same document for small collections that have little noise,
and hence syntagmatic associations can be very effectively
9The analysis in Table 4 does not use a train/test split.
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modeled. However, for larger, noisy collections this likeli-
hood is reduced, and hence syntagmatic associations become
less effective. On larger, noisy collections, the modeling of
paradigmatic associations may be more effective as the asso-
ciations are formed between words that do not need to occur
in the same (pseudo) relevant document. This may explain
the increased reliance on paradigmatic information for the
G2 and CW data sets (Table 4).
The increased reliance on paradigmatic information by
TQE for the G2 collection may help explain why the TQE
outperforms RM3 (Table 3), yet does not appear as robust as
RM3 (Figure 3). To illustrate why the effect of paradigmatic
information may increase the variance in effectiveness, while
still providing a greater average, we provide a linguistically
motivated example. Consider a query that contains words
that are likely to generate vocabulary mismatch, like TREC
Topic 191 from the AP data set: Efforts to improve U.S.
schooling, may benefit more from using paradigmatic infor-
mation (c.f., syntagmatic) to expand the query, as terms such
as: attempts, research, enhance, lift, united states, american,
teaching, academic results; are likely to be suggested.
To provide empirical support for this type of linguistic
argument, we report that the best retrieval effectiveness of
TQE (MAP = 0.334) for this example (TREC Topic 191)
was achieved when purely paradigmatic information (γ = 1)
was used to expand the query. In comparison to the effec-
tiveness of TQE (MAP = 0.211) achieved on this query
when the trained γ (using 3-fold cross validation, Table 3) is
used, this is a substantial improvement (58%). Being able to
reason linguistically about why syntagmatic or paradigmatic
information may assist the expansion of some queries more
than others may provide motivation for the development of
an adaptive TQE approach, which would predict the value of
γ depending on query characteristics.
Experimental Results for Verbose Queries
Long queries make up a smaller yet important proportion
of web queries submitted to search engines, and are com-
mon in collaborative question answering (QA) (Huston &
Croft, 2010; Bendersky & Croft, 2009; Balasubramanian,
Kumaran, & Carvalho, 2010). A recent report produced by
the information retrieval community also identified conver-
sational answer retrieval as one of six important topics for
future information retrieval research (Allan et al., 2012).
The mean average precision (MAP) and precision at 20
(P@20) for the top ranked 1000 documents for all models
evaluated on verbose queries (i.e., taken from the topic de-
scriptions in Table 2) are reported in Table 5. The signifi-
cance of the results were evaluated using a one-sided t-test
with α = 0.5. Results indicate that TQE can provide sig-
nificant improvement over the baseline and benchmark mod-
els on all data sets (except for CW). These results also indi-
cate that the improvements in retrieval effectiveness of RM3
and PRM are not always significantly better than the baseline
(noFB). However, this is likely due to the fixing of all other
pseudo relevance feedback parameters, including the num-
ber of feedback documents and expansion terms, so that the
impact of paradigmatic information on retrieval effectiveness
could be rigorously evaluated. Therefore, the results of this
experiment are a conservative estimate of maximum retrieval
effectiveness of RM3, PRM and TQE for the data sets being
considered.
Figure 4 illustrates the percent increase in MAP of the
benchmark models over noFB with respect to the query
length for the G2, ROB4 and AP/WSJ datasets. As TQE and
RM3 use the same source of syntagmatic information, the
relatively constant epoch in improved effectiveness of TQE
over RM3 can be attributed to the inclusion of paradigmatic
information within the TQE. This graph also suggests a link
between gains in retrieval effectiveness and the query length
may exist.
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Figure 4. Percent improvement in MAP of RM3, PRM and
TQE over the unigram language model (noFB) for the av-
erage query lengths of the G2 ( ¯|q|=11), ROB ( ¯|q|=16) and
AP/WSJ ( ¯|q|=18) data sets listed in Table 5.
Using average effectiveness to infer a link between the
gains in retrieval effectiveness and query length can be prob-
lematic, as outliers may have a significant effect on the av-
erages. Therefore, Figure 5 shows the correlation on a per-
query basis of the gain in MAP of TQE over noFB for var-
ious query lengths.10 This graph shows a relatively weak
10Figure 5 was produced with outliers (% MAP increase greater
than 150% or less than -50%) removed.
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Table 5
Retrieval results for verbose queries, for the unigram language model (noFB), unigram relevance model (RM3), positional
relevance model (PRM) and tensor query expansion (TQE). Statistically significant results (p < 0.05) are indicated by su-
perscripts using the first letter of the baseline over which significant improvement was achieved (n=noFB, r=RM3, p=PRM,
t=TQE). Bold indicates the best result for each dataset and metric. Brackets indicate percent improvement over noFB.
Metric noFB RM3 PRM TQE
W
SJ MAP 0.2121 0.2682n (26.4%) 0.2589n (22.1%) 0.2865nrp (35.0%)
P@20 0.3480 0.3891n (11.8%) 0.3795n (9.1%) 0.4149nrp (19.2%)
A
P MAP 0.1511 0.1991n (31.8%) 0.1861n (23.2%) 0.2056nrp (36.1%)
P@20 0.2300 0.2600n (13.0%) 0.2458 (6.8%) 0.2738nrp (19.0%)
R
O
B MAP 0.2491 0.2643n (6.1%) 0.2704n (8.5%) 0.2869nrp (15.1%)
P@20 0.3373 0.3414 (1.2%) 0.3504nr (3.9%) 0.3650nrp (9.1%)
G
2 MAP 0.2466 0.2571n (4.3%) 0.2583n (4.8%) 0.2719nrp (10.3%)
P@20 0.4594 0.4620 (0.6%) 0.4732 (1.1%) 0.4842nrp (5.4%)
C
W MAP 0.0530 0.0558 (5.2%) 0.0614
n (16.3%) 0.0574 (8.3%)
P@20 0.1561 0.1566 (0.3%) 0.1724n (10.5%) 0.1607 (2.9%)
link between improvements in MAP and the query lengths
(r = 0.16), and hence further investigation is required to test
this hypothesized link. To this aim we examine the effective-
ness of TQE on a modified CW dataset, created by consid-
ering TREC topic descriptions with a length greater than 10
words. The CW dataset was chosen as it has the shortest av-
erage topic description lengths and was the only data set on
which TQE was unable to achieve significant improvement
in retrieval effectiveness.
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Figure 5. Percent improvement in MAP of TQE over the un-
igram language model (noFB) for various lengths of TREC
topic descriptions found in the G2 and CW data sets.
Table 6
Retrieval results for verbose queries (|q| > 10) on the CWv
data set, for the unigram language model (noFB), unigram
relevance model (RM3), positional relevance model (PRM),
and TQE (TQE). Statistically significant results (p < 0.05)
are indicated by superscripts using the first letter of the
baseline over which significant improvement was achieved
(n=noFB, r=RM3, p=PRM, t=TQE). Bold indicates the best
result for each dataset and metric. Brackets indicate percent
improvement over noFB.
Metric noFB RM3 PRM TQE
C
W
v
MAP .0681 0.0816n 0.0827n 0.0882nrp
(19.7%) (21.4%) (29.4%)
P@20 0.2267 0.2417 0.2423n 0.2500nrp
(6.6%) (6.9%) (10.3%)
Our choice of minimum query length (i.e., 11) was based
on providing a balance between previous research, including
work by Bendersky and Croft (2009) where verbose queries
were defined as having a length greater than 12, and choosing
a query length which would ensure sufficient data samples
for a meaningful analysis. For the CW data set, the number
of topics with |q| > 10 was 30, with |q| > 11 was 16 and
with |q| > 12 was 11. Therefore, queries (i.e., topic descrip-
tions in Table 2) with length greater than 10 were chosen for
this evaluation, as indicated by the CWv data set in Table 2.
The retrieval effectiveness results on the CWv data set are
shown in Table 6 and demonstrate that TQE achieves signifi-
cant improvement in retrieval effectiveness over the baseline
and benchmark models for this data set.
To understand how the retrieval effectiveness of the TQE
approach compares on a per query basis to that of RM3 and
PRM, a robustness analysis is required.
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Robustness for verbose queries
The graphs in Figure 6 and Figure 7 illustrate the relative
increase/decrease of average precision scores for the RM3,
PRM and TQE approaches over the unigram language model
(noFB) when evaluated on the ROB and G2 data sets, respec-
tively. Recall that the model which provides the most robust
improvement in MAP will have a distribution located further
to the right when compared to the other distributions.
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Figure 6. Robustness comparison of RM3, PRM and TQE
on the ROB data sets for verbose queries.
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Figure 7. Robustness comparison of RM3, PRM and TQE
on the G2 data sets for verbose queries.
This analysis suggests that TQE provides more consistent
improvements over the baseline unigram language model
(noFB) than RM3 and PRM. The graphs for the other data
sets were omitted for space reasons, however, a similar result
was observed.
Parameter Sensitivity for verbose queries
To understand the role that syntagmatic and paradigmatic
information plays in achieving the reported retrieval effec-
tiveness of TQE, a parameter sensitivity analysis was per-
formed. This analysis, shown in Table 7 displays the value
of γ that provides the best retrieval effectiveness of TQE for
each data set.
The results (Table 7) show that for verbose queries infor-
mation about paradigmatic associations are consistently con-
tributing to the ability to achieve maximum retrieval effec-
tiveness within the TQE approach. This differs from a sim-
ilar analysis on short queries (Table 4), and indicates that
the effectiveness of modeling paradigmatic associations is
improved the longer the queries (i.e., when more statistical
information about query term associations exist).
The increased reliance on the paradigmatic feature for the
AP data set, when compared to the WSJ data set, which
uses the same topics, may suggest that fewer of the initially
retrieved documents from the AP collection were relevant
and therefore less within document co-occurrences of query
terms and effective expansion terms existed, leading to inef-
fective modeling of syntagmatic associations. This is sup-
ported by the relatively low MAP of the unigram language
model (noFB) on the AP data set when compared to the WSJ
data set. Therefore, using information about paradigmatic
associations may be more effective at improving retrieval ef-
fectiveness of difficult verbose queries (i.e., those that have
poor initial retrieval).
A final finding from the parameter sensitivity analysis on
short and verbose queries is that using solely paradigmatic
information for query expansion was shown to produce a
lower average retrieval effectiveness on all data sets, when
compared to methods relying solely on syntagmatic infor-
mation (i.e., RM3 and PRM). This is in-line with Voorhees
(1994).
Expansion Term Comparison
As an example of the types of terms being produced by
each of the query expansion techniques, Table 8 lists the top
10 query terms and estimates for TREC topic 148: Find in-
formation about Martha Stewarts insider trading case; on
the ClueWeb09 CategoryB document collection. Table 8
shows that the top 10 expansion terms for RM3 are identical
and in the same order as those produced by the TQE syntag-
matic feature, ssyn(, ). This adds support to the design claim
that the TQE approach behaves as a unigram language model
when γ = 0.
A final interesting point raised by observing the syntactic
class of the expansion terms produced by spar(, ) across the
CW data set, is that these paradigmatic associations do not
often manifest as synonyms or antonyms (commonly adjec-
tives). The spar(, ) expansion terms appear more likely to be
related verbs, like trade-invest in Table 8. This result is seen
as an attractive feature of the TQE approach and may help ex-
plain why ontological based attempts at using paradigmatic
information within the query expansion process have not
been overly successful, like those using WordNet (Voorhees,
1994).
Industry Application of TQE
The evaluation of the TQE approach in this work has been
carried out under very controlled conditions, as the focus
was on measuring the effect of paradigmatic information on
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Table 7
Parameter sensitivity for verbose queries, showing the value of γ in TQE that produces the maximum MAP and precision at 20
scores for the TREC collections. Recall, γ = 0 means TQE bases estimates solely on the syntagmatic measure (i.e., effectively
a unigram relevance model), and γ = 1 means TQE bases estimates solely on the paradigmatic measure.
WSJ AP ROB G2 CW CWv
γ for optimum MAP 0.1 0.4 0.2 0.6 0.4 0.4
γ for optimum P@20 0.2 0.5 0.3 0.6 0.2 0.5
Table 8
Top 10 expansion terms and their estimates for TREC Web Track topic 148 (Find information about Martha Stewarts insider
trading case) on the Clueweb09 CategoryB document collection for RM3, PRM, TQE and the paradigmatic and syntagmatic
features. The scores in brackets indicate the respective model estimate P(w|q) of each expansion term (w). The values listed
in the last row indicate the change in MAP (∆MAP) achieved by each model, when compared to the baseline (i.e., noFB), and
using the top 30 expansion terms of each approach.
PRM RM3 TQE spar() ssyn()
martha (.0842) martha (.0510) martha (.0295) find (.0016) martha (.0728)
stewart (.0686) stewart (.0412) stewart (.0233) information (.0015) stewart (.0563)
new (.0121) insider (.0402) insider (.0204) trade (.0015) insider (.0503)
com (.0081) trade (.0131) trade (.0075) timeline (.0014) trade (.0165)
site (.0081) new (.00945) new (.0046) case (.0013) new (.0115)
live (.0071) com (.0058) com (.0033) stewart (.0013) com (.0077)
insider (.0057) site (.0053) site (.0025) theme (.0008) site (.0058)
home (.0050) home (.0046) home (.0024) lawyer (.0007) home (0.0057)
official (.0049) article (.0040) article (.0021) invest (.0007) article (.0052)
photo (.0048) stock (.0037) information (.0020) martha (.0007) stock (.0047)
∆MAP -54% ∆MAP +18% ∆MAP +16% ∆MAP +23% ∆MAP +16%
successful query expansion. However, given the sensitivi-
ties exhibited by the TQE approach on short queries, an ini-
tial investigation into its applicability to more industrial-use
would be valuable. To achieve this a system using the TQE
approach to augment query representations was entered into
the TREC 2012 Web Track (Symonds, Zuccon, Koopman,
& Bruza, 2013). The TREC forum provides an opportunity
to evaluate information retrieval systems on various retrieval
tasks, using a consistent set of data sets, including very large
web collections.
Within this investigation the set of training documents
used to build the TE model’s vocabulary used within the TQE
approach is based on the k top ranked pseudo relevant doc-
uments produced by a strong baseline model. The baseline
submission, referred to as QUTParaBline and depicted in
Figure 8, is created using the following approach:
The ClueWeb09-Category B documents are indexed using
the indexing without spam approach ( (Zuccon, Nguyen, Lee-
lanupab, & Azzopardi, 2011); and a threshold of 0.45), the
standard INQUIRY stop-word list (Allan et al., 2000) and
Krovetz stemmer (Krovetz, 1993). Each query is then issued
to the Google retrieval service.11. and the top 60 retrieved
documents are filtered using the spam filtered ClueWeb09-
Category B index.12 This filtered list is then padded, to create
a list of 10,000 documents, based on the list of documents
returned from a search on the spam filtered index using a
unigram language model. The use of Google as the search
engine for the top ranked results and the filtering of spam
web pages are likely to translate into a strong baseline. This
also allows us to understand what potential improvements
could be made using TQE on real-world, commercial search
engines.
The TQE approach was also applied on top of the baseline,
to produce the system depicted in Figure 9. This system ex-
pands the original TREC 2012 Web Track topics using TQE
based on the k top ranked pseudo-relevant documents pro-
duced by the baseline system. The ranked results produced
by this system were submitted as run QUTParaTQEg1 to
TREC 2012 Web Track.
Training TQE. The data set used for this experiment is
shown in Table 9. In this experiment all parameters in the
pseudo relevance feedback setting were trained. These in-
clude the number of feedback documents (fbDocs), number
of expansion terms (fbTerms), the mix of original and new
11http://www.google.com
12We restricted the number of documents retrieved with Google
to 60 because of Google’s policies regarding the retrieval service at
the time.
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Figure 9. TQE on top of the baseline: QUTParaTQEg1.
query models (α) and the mix of syntagmatic and paradig-
matic information (γ). Tuning of the QUTParaTQEg1 sys-
tem parameters was achieved by maximizing ERR@20 on
the TREC Web Track data sets from 2010 and 2011. The
test topics were those provided by TREC organizers for the
2012 Web Track. Participants only receive the topic titles
for producing their submissions and thus we did not tune pa-
rameters with respect to these test topics. Details regarding
descriptions and further relevancy information are only pro-
vided after all submissions have been evaluated.
The test parameter values for the QUTParaTQEg1 sub-
mission were Number of feedback documents equal to 19,
number of expansion terms equal to 14, original query weight
equal to 0.4 and TE model mixing parameter (γ) equal to 0.1.
A value of γ = 0.1 demonstrates that some combination of
both syntagmatic and paradigmatic information provides op-
timal retrieval effectiveness. The ERR@20 of the TQE sys-
tem during training (i.e., on topics 51-150) varied between
0.1201 and 0.1302 for (i) 5 to 25 expansion terms, and (ii) 4
to 30 feedback documents.
TQE Results on the TREC 2012 Web Track
Table 10 compares the retrieval effectiveness of QUT-
paraBline and QUTparaTQEg1 along with the average ef-
fectiveness of all 48 TREC 2012 Web Track submissions
(MeanWT2012), and a baseline unigram language model
(noFB). These results show that expanding the query repre-
sentations using TQE can provide significant improvements
over the Google baseline on the binary metrics of MAP and
P@20. No significant difference in retrieval effectiveness
was noted on the graded metrics (ERR@20 and nDCG@20).
Graded metrics are those that base their effectiveness
score on documents that are assigned a relevance judgement
in a range, i.e., between 0 and 4. In addition, measures that
use graded judgements, such as ERR (Chapelle, Metlzer,
Zhang, & Grinspan, 2009), often bias the scores for sys-
tems that return relevant documents toward the very top of
the ranked list (i.e., in positions 1,2 and 3 say). This causes
a heavy discounting to occur for relevant documents ranked
lower in the list (Moffat, Scholer, & Thomas, 2012).
Given that Google’s rankings are likely based on click-
through data and editorial choice, the QUTParaBline sys-
tem is able to ensure relevant documents are ranked high in
the returned list. However, as the QUTParaTQEg1 system
performs its final ranking using a unigram language model,
which does not use such information, it is not surprising
that the QUTParaTQEg1 model is unable to achieve signif-
icant improvements over QUTParaBline on the graded met-
rics ERR@20 and nDCG@20. Recall, that navigational rel-
evant papers are given higher relevance scores than relevant
pages in the graded relevance assessment framework.
As the QUTParaTQEg1 system achieved significant im-
provements over QUTParaBline on the P@20 metric (Ta-
ble 10) it is returning many more relevant documents in the
top 20 results when compared to QUTParaBline. Therefore,
it could be argued that significant improvements on graded
metrics, such as ERR and nDCG, may be achieved by QUT-
ParaTQEg1 if the final document ranking model was en-
hanced to take into account graded relevance.
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Table 9
TREC collections and topics used creating the QUT_Para TREC submissions. |q| represents the average length of the queries,
the value in brackets is the standard deviation of the query lengths, and |D| is the average document length.
title description
Description # Docs Topics |q| |q| |D|
C
W Clueweb09 50,220,423 Web Track 2.72 9 804
Category B 51-200 (1.38) (3.3)
Table 10
Comparison of retrieval performance on TREC 2012 Web Track ad hoc retrieval task. The superscripts u, m, b and t indicate
statistically significant differences (calculated using a one-sided t-test p < 0.05) over the unigram language model (noFB),
the average performance of all TREC Web Track participants (MeanWT2012), our baseline (QUTparaBline) and the TQE
approach (QUTparaTQEg1), respectively. The best results for each evaluation measure appear in boldface. Brackets indicate
the percentage change between QUTparaTQEg1 and QUTparaBline. Note that no value of MAP was provided for the average
of all TREC 2012 Web Track submissions (MeanWT2012).
Graded Metrics Binary Metrics
ERR@20 nDCG@20 P@20 MAP
noFB 0.160 0.112 0.254 .107
MeanWT2012 0.187 0.123 0.284u _
QUTparaBline 0.290um 0.167um 0.305um 0.117u
QUTparaTQEg1 0.249um 0.192um 0.396umb 0.158ub
(-14.2%) (+15%) (+29.8%) (+35%)
Robustness on Web Track. The graph in Figure 10
illustrates the relative increase/decrease of P@20 scores
for QUTParaBline and QUTParaTQEg1 over MeanWT2012
when evaluated on the test topics (151-200) of the CW
data set.13 This graph suggests that the QUTParaTQEg1
system provides more consistent improvements over the
MeanWT2012.
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Figure 10. Robustness comparison of the QUTParaBline and
QUTParaTQEg1 systems.
The increased variance of the TQE distribution shown in
Figure 10 indicates that the use of the same mix of syntag-
matic and paradigmatic information on all test queries can
have remarkably different impacts on retrieval effectiveness.
This may indicate that for some queries insufficient vocabu-
lary statistics exist to allow effective modeling of both syn-
tagmatic and paradigmatic associations. A similar result was
found when using the TE model to perform similarity judge-
ment of medical concepts (Symonds, Zuccon, et al., 2012).
Discussion and Final Remarks
The experiments on short queries have demonstrated that
the inclusion of paradigmatic information within the query
expansion process does not consistently enable significant
improvements in retrieval effectiveness over syntagmatic in-
formation alone. We hypothesize that this result is related
to previous TE model research that found the modeling of
paradigmatic associations can be unreliable when insufficient
statistical information is available (Symonds, Zuccon, et al.,
2012).
The experiments on verbose queries have demonstrated
that for queries considered to be verbose (i.e., |q| > 10),
the inclusion of paradigmatic information within the query
expansion process does provide significant improvements in
retrieval effectiveness over methods relying on syntagmatic
information alone. Our hypothesis that short queries do not
provide sufficient statistical information to make reliable es-
timates of paradigmatic associations is supported by the in-
creased reliance on paradigmatic information to achieve su-
perior effectiveness on verbose queries.
The application of the TQE approach to an industry set-
ting, tested within the 2012 TREC Web Track forum, demon-
13P@20 was used as no MAP for MeanWT2012 was avail-
able, and given the use of a unigram language model within QUT-
ParaTQEg1 to perform the final ranking, ERR@20 or nDCG@20
are unlikely to be meaningful.
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strated that when all TQE parameters are trained signifi-
cant improvements in retrieval effectiveness can be achieved
over a strong baseline. This indicates that the sensitivity as-
sociated with modeling paradigmatic associations on short
queries can be overcome.
Summary Of Contributions
This work contributes to the field in the following ways:
1. The development of a novel query expansion tech-
nique grounded in structural linguistic theory that for-
mally synthesizes information about both syntagmatic
and paradigmatic associations. Current query expansion
models primarily rely on only one form of word associa-
tion that is only partly responsible for forming the mean-
ing of words within structural linguistics. For the first time,
the TQE approach brings both a linguistic grounding and a
formal framework for modeling and combining information
about syntagmatic and paradigmatic associations within the
query expansion process. These associations being respon-
sible for the formation of word meanings within structural
linguistics.
2. A rigorous evaluation of the impact on retrieval ef-
fectiveness of explicitly modeling and combining infor-
mation about syntagmatic and paradigmatic associations
within the query expansion process. This paper demon-
strates that significant improvements in retrieval effective-
ness can be made by explicitly modeling both syntagmatic
and paradigmatic associations within the query expansion
process. The theoretical motivation, based on structural lin-
guistics, makes this an intuitive step given the reliance on
word meanings when the user formulates their query.
Conclusion and Future Work
The lack of both syntagmatic and paradigmatic informa-
tion within existing query expansion techniques, and the re-
liance on word meanings by a user when formulating their
information need, provided motivation for the use of a novel
computational model of word meaning, known as the Ten-
sor Encoding (TE) model, within the document retrieval pro-
cess. The TE model formally combines information about
the syntagmatic and paradigmatic associations that underpin
the meaning of a word based on structural linguistic theories.
Within this research, the TE model was formally applied
within the relevance modeling framework. When only the
mix of syntagmatic and paradigmatic information was tuned
within the TQE approach, significant improvements in re-
trieval effectiveness were observed on longer queries (ver-
bose queries) for a wide range of data sets. However, when
the TQE approach was used to expand shorter queries, mod-
ifying only this mix of word associations was unable to reli-
ably produce significant improvements in retrieval effective-
ness. This result was attributed to the sensitivity in estimating
the strength of syntagmatic and paradigmatic associations
between words when insufficient vocabulary statistics are
available. However, when all model parameters were tuned
on a industry task significant improvements in retrieval ef-
fectiveness were observed on short queries, when compared
to a state-of-the-art baseline.
The demonstrated effectiveness and efficiency of the TQE
approach, combined with its (i) formal framework, (ii) the-
oretical grounding in linguistics theories, and (iii) purely-
corpus based approach, makes it a potentially fruitful ap-
proach for future application. Finally, it is hoped that this
work provides a significant contribution to the substantive
dialogue between the fields of cognitive science and infor-
mation retrieval.
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Appendix
Computational Complexity Analysis
The TQE technique combines two semantic features that
measure the strength of syntagmatic and paradigmatic as-
sociations. The creation of the memory matrices in
Equation (8) provides a formalism for capturing the co-
occurrences and encoding word order. However, the original
TE model research (Symonds et al., 2011b) demonstrated
that the word order and co-occurrence information is effi-
ciently captured within low dimension storage vectors (SV)
due to the unique structure of the memory matrices. The di-
mensionality of the storage vectors required depends on the
final size of the vocabulary and the radius of the context win-
dow used in the vocabulary binding process.
For example, on a synonym judgement task using a
vocabulary of 134,000 terms, the TE model’s best perfor-
mance was achieved using the paradigmatic measure, a con-
text window of radius one and storage vectors of 1,000 di-
mensions (Symonds et al., 2011b). This supports previous
research (Sahlgren, Holst, & Kanerva, 2008) that showed
paradigmatic associations are most effectively modeled when
a very small context window is used. A small context win-
dow means less co-occurrences are contained within the TE
model representations. Given, the vocabulary of top 30
(pseudo) relevant documents in our experiments contained
less than 20,000 terms for all queries, we chose to use storage
vectors of 20 dimensions to underpin the TE model represen-
tations.
The worst case time complexity of the paradigmatic
measure in Equation (17) is T (n) = O(
D2S Vpar
4 .|Q|), where
DS Vpar is the dimensionality of the storage vector, and |Q| is
the length of the query. Thus, keeping the dimensionality
of the storage vector small is important. Given our decision
to set DS Vpar = 20, the time complexity to estimate the up-
dated query model using the paradigmatic measure would be
T (n) = O(100|Q|.|Vk |).
When considering the time complexity of the syntag-
matic measure of Equation (18), it can be seen that this esti-
mate is much quicker to compute. This is due to the expres-
sions within the estimate existing in document indexes (i.e.,
d fw
|Di | ), or being already computed by the underlying document
model, (i.e., s(Di,Q) in Equation (18)). Therefore, the time
complexity to estimate the updated query model using the
syntagmatic measure is T (n) = O(|Vk |).
